
OPEN HOUSE

6560 19 1/2 MILE ROAD
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 AUGUST 23, 2012
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 AUGUST 24, 2012

10am - 5pm
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Spike Disc - this discs removes coatings/
materials quickly without damage to the concrete 
surface. It also has a unique open-mesh diamond 
layout to eliminate clogging problems, thus 
avoiding heat buildup.

HSG-125, High-Speed Angle Grinder - the ultimate 
workhorse for Stone Fabricators and Tile Contractors.  
It is versatile and can be used wet or dry. Attach to 
the Alpha® Ecoguard System to create a dust-free 
operation.

Ecoguard Type G - a dust collection cover 
for grinding applications.  This dust collection 
cover creates a virtually dust-free environment 
when connected to a vacuum.

HEPA Dry Vacuum - provides an 
unbeatable combination of features 
and performance.  The 2HP motor 
generates enough suction to pick up 
almost any kind of material. 
The drop-in style filter has 
a minimum efficiency of 
99.97% at .3 microns.

AWP-158, Portable Electric Polisher - is 
designed for polishing, shaping, core drilling and 
light grinding and has a center water-feed system. 
This 7.8 amp, 800-watt, 3,000 RPM machine is a 
powerful workhorse suitable for use in the shop 
or on the job site.  There is a flat polishing caster 
designed to improve stability during scratch 
removal operations for a better final finish.

Ceramica Dry - perfect for all natural stones and 
cement-based composites.  The grit sequence 
is specifically formulated to provide the best 
possible finish.

Ceramica Edge - this is a cost-effective, re-
formulated version of the original Ceramica polishing 
system, that enables fabricators to match the edge 
with the slab’s surface polish.  For wet use only!
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Vexcel - is designed for heavy duty material 
removal applications.  The Rigid steel base with a 
curved design creates a very aggressive grinding 
action and the fluoric rubber backing reduces 
noise and vibration. It minimizes sparking so you 
can avoid toxic air and pollution.

VEXCEL RIGID GRINDING DISC
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